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Dayton Audio’s New Air Motion Transformer Tweeters Use                                 

Groundbreaking Transducer Technology! 
 

DAYTON, OH --- Dayton Audio AMT (Air Motion Transformer) tweeters use groundbreaking transducer 
technology from the original ESS/Heil Air Motion Transformer to provide ultra-clean, detailed, and dynamic 
treble output.  

AMT Mini-8 is small enough to be used in compact satellite speakers, or installed in the center of a mid-woofer 
to create a full-bandwidth coaxial driver, or implemented in other ways – including line arrays. The 
groundbreaking AMT technology enables high output from this tiny driver.  

The Dayton Audio AMTPRO-4 Air Motion Transformer is designed for professional audio and demanding high-
fidelity applications in which high SPL demands combine with the need for detailed reproduction and musical 
finesse. 

Dayton Audio's AMT3-4 Air Motion Transformer mid-tweeter brings clarity, transient speed, and musical finesse 
to your design. The robust metal faceplate adds the distinctive feel of quality, while the sealed rear chamber 
design eliminates the need for a separate enclosure chamber. 

The AMT2-4 features a round faceplate and compact AMT element, for wide dispersion and overall 
performance that easily replace dome tweeters in retrofit or new design applications.  

Dayton Audio's AMT1-4 air motion transformer (AMT) tweeter provides lightning fast and airy high frequency 
response by using a German-made, genuine Mundorf folded Kapton ribbon. 

About Dayton Audio 
 
A leading supplier of audio and video components for over ten years, Dayton Audio offers some of the finest 
consumer electronic product lines available today. Every Dayton Audio product is designed and engineered in the 
USA, and offers the highest level of performance and value, backed by industry-leading warranties and support. 
Dayton Audio combines real-world design with high-tech manufacturing techniques. Dayton Audio products can 
be purchased through the following authorized reseller in the USA: Parts Express (parts-express.com). Visit us 
online at www.daytonaudio.com. 
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For more information, please contact: 
 
Jill Chupka 
Marketing Coordinator 
jillc@daytonaudio.com 
Dayton Audio           705 Pleasant Valley Drive           Springboro, OH 45066             937-743-8248 ext. 157 
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